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1

Introduction, Context and Purpose

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) has played a major role in both the site selection and development of
the SKA over many years. For the purposes of this document, RFI is defined as all unwanted, nonastronomical electromagnetic signals, including licensed, unlicensed signals and unintentional signals
emitted from electrical equipment (electromagnetic interference – EMI). The defining feature is that they
are sufficiently strong to influence the design of telescopes or have the potential of creating false
detections of astronomy signals. At cm and m wavelengths the presence of RFI inserts an incredible
number of additional considerations and compromises into a modern radio telescope’s design, operations
and observational strategies, compared with a so-called ‘textbook radio telescope’.
There have been two major site surveys for RFI [RD8] [RD9] [RD12]: one for the original site selection,
resulting in two candidate sites, and subsequently a more sensitive survey of the sites in Australia and
South Africa.
Using the more recent RFI survey information, supplemented by additional information gathered
separately1, the levels of RFI can now be characterised in preparation for the actual design of the signal
chains of the two SKA1 telescopes [RD9]. Because RFI signals are typically much stronger than signals
from astronomy sources, the telescope must be designed from end-to-end to identify them, filter them
out and/or isolate them in the astronomy data.
The purpose of this document is to set system level requirements related to RFI, present reduced data
from measurements of RFI in 2010-2011 on the two SKA sites, describe the information needed in the
future to characterise RFI and provide design guidelines for the SKA telescope signal chains.

1.1 Context
Although designing to mitigate RFI requires a system-wide approach, the principal focus of this document
is the impact of RFI on the design of the signal chains for the three SKA telescopes. Although each will be
a different design, the approach will rest on the following common principles:
1. Expected RFI levels in all the bands. This includes three sources:
a. Space-based and airborne,
b. Ground based external sources,
c. Self-generated.
2. Accurate, measured data is important to obtain, to inform the assembly of reference data for design
engineers. In principle, the reference spectra are guided by the measurement data supplemented by
expected changes in the RFI environment over time. Reference data on the RFI environment is the
only way to provide design engineers with stable input information and to provide an unambiguous
basis for verification.
3. Linearity requirements: set by the scientifically tolerable levels of spurious signal products. Linearity
is critically important to get right early, as modifications will be very difficult and expensive. For
example, the number of ADC bits ripples right through the system; carrying large numbers of bits is
expensive, but too few could be disastrous. Once design begins on signal processing systems, changing
the number of bits would be a major perturbation.
1

The present version of this document is based on data presently in hand. A subsequent version will use more information on space-based and
airborne sources of RFI, as well additional ground-based sources.
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4. Flagging2 policy and implementation in the signal chain: Set by tolerable data loss and technical
feasibility of identifying RFI-contaminated data in the signal chains. This is coupled with the linearity
requirements.
5. Post-facto removal of RFI from data products: Set by feasibility (e.g. development of existing and new
algorithms, implementation thereof in software, and impact on processing cost).
6. Cost of items 2-5.
The emphasis in this document is on items 1-4. Although item 5 will not be carried out in the signal chains
in all cases3, signal processing in the signal chains will have a major impact on downstream processing and
ultimately successful mitigation.
In addition there are other measures required, which in design terms, are needed to “protect” the
telescopes from being inundated with RFI for which the designs were not equipped to handle.






Long-term protection of the sites from local RFI: This includes control of self-generated RFI,
identifying external sources of local RFI, development of RFI mitigation legislation and its enforcement
in closest collaboration with the host countries, and expansion of RFI protected territory for SKA2.
Long-term protection of the sites from airborne RFI: This includes activity at the site-country level to
control over-flights, and at the international level (both ITU and high-impact countries that develop
equipment) in the development of standards for the aviation industry.
Long-term protection of the sites from space-borne RFI: This includes activity at the site-country level
to control broadcast footprints, use of bands, and geographical limits. This can only take place at the
international level (both ITU and high-impact countries that develop equipment).

2

In this context, a ‘flag’ is a blanking signal carried along with the radio astronomy signal that can optionally be used to remove
contaminated data during processing.
3 In principle, beam nulling can be used to reduce RFI in real time for SKA1-low and possibly with phased-array feeds. But this
technique has not yet been demonstrated routinely in practice. Note that the system must be linear for this to work properly.
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3

Scope

Although the larger context is discussed where necessary, this document is almost entirely devoted to the
development of system requirements and some important aspects of the design of signal chains for the
SKA1 telescopes, in the presence of RFI on the Australian and South African sites.

4

Signal Chain Definition

As a matter of policy, there will be only one signal-chain design for each SKA telescope for each band. It is
not practical in a large system to design, operate and maintain different hardware for different antenna
systems. Maintenance would be particularly troublesome. Also calibration would likely be different and
awkward to handle if there were multiple versions of the signal chain in the same telescope (e.g. different
numbers of ADC bits).4 Thus signal chain designs must be sufficiently robust to handle signals that happen
to be close to RFI sources (worst case).

4.1 Imaging System
The signal chain for imaging is defined as beginning at the inputs to the front end amplifiers and ending
at the output of the correlator. Figure 1 provides a typical illustration.
Signal Chain

Antenna

RF
Electronics

Reflector

LNAs, filters
analog gain
stages

Long-haul
Links

Fibre
Opto-electronics

Correlator

Integrator

Data
Processing

Filterbanks,
Correlator,
Flagging

Integration,
Flagging

Imaging,
Post-Corr
Flagging

VLBI
Beamformer

ADCs

Beamformer

ADCs,
Flagging

Filterbanks,
Beamformer

Archive,
Distribution

Representative
Signal Chain

Beamformer

Figure 1: A signal chain based loosely on SKA1-survey, showing the two outputs, one at the output of the
correlator and one at the output of a VLBI beamformer



In general, the signal chain will consist of two sections: an analogue RF section and a digital signal
processing section. Although completely different technology is employed in the two sections,
they are both processing the same signal and need to be considered together. Design trades, such
as the position of the ADCs, band-shapes, etc. must be made with a view of the entire signal chain

4

The MeerKAT and ASKAP precursor telescopes will have different signal chain designs. This is unavoidable but will add to the
concerns expressed here.
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in mind. In addition, system-wide stabilisation techniques such as phase-switching and frequency
offsets cannot be considered in isolation.
The level of unwanted signal products (false detections, RFI-floors, etc.) will be determined in the
signal chain (RF and/or digital), but must be handled by data processing. Thus flagging policy and
non-linear effects from the entire signal chain affect science performance at the system level, and
must be considered “holistically”.
As much design flexibility as possible needs to be made available to designers at the Element level,
for example to enable sensible trade-offs between power consumption of low-frequency LNAs to
be balanced against flagging of “strong” RFI (see below). However limits to flexibility must result
from system level considerations.

4.2 Non-Imaging System
The signal chain for non-imaging is defined as beginning at the inputs to the front end amplifiers and
ending at the outputs of beamformers that supply signals to equipment designed for time-domain
astronomy and VLBI.





The outputs of the other non-imaging signal chains will be used for a wide variety of specialised
observations, each with potentially different requirements for RFI detection, linearity and
flagging.
The principle use for the non-imaging signal-chain will be for pulsar searching and timing.
‘Fast’ transient searches will probably use the beamformer designed for pulsar astronomy.5
VLBI will use a specially designed beamformer.

This document will consider only pulsar observations, VLBI, and transient observations.
Clearly there is a substantial overlap between the two types of signal chains. In particular they will share
the analogue RF sections, and in some cases the data transport sections.

5

Classification of RFI Signals

In the approach described herein, RFI is classified into two signal-level ranges, “weak” and “strong”, as
explained in the following sections. Figure 2 is an illustration of this scheme in frequency space. The key
difference is that weak RFI is allowed to pass through the system, whereas strong RFI is flagged. More
detail on this classification is contained in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, where the propagation of RFI through the
two types of signal-chains are described.
External RFI is defined as RFI that enters the signal chain through the front end of the telescope or by
cross-talk into the signal chain. This term is used to distinguish these signals from internal spurious signal
products that may be produced by non-linear effects within the signal chain. Self-generated RFI, e.g. RFI
produced by unwanted emission from SKA equipment, is considered external RFI.

5

This specifically applies to non-imaging methods for transient searches. Correlated outputs will also be used.
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5.1 RFI Bandwidth Assumptions
In comparison with typical radio astronomy input receiver bands, RFI from intentional transmissions is
normally considered to be narrow band, or composed of closely spaced narrow-band signals. Figure 2
illustrates the general character of an RFI spectrum.

SKA monitoring 2010, annotated power flux spectra, cor

This description has been true until recently, but digital modulation techniques are rapidly becoming more
common. Digital modulation techniques are efficient users of bandwidth, and can be very broad band.
For example, digital television broadcasts can completely block out about 6 MHz of bandwidth, and the
latest cellular technology can use 10 MHz. Nevertheless, the majority of RFI signals are narrow-band and
the assumption in this document is that intentional transmissions are narrow band. Because the number
of exceptions are still small, they will have to be handled on a case-by-case basis. This may change in the
future and if so, will require a different approach to RFI mitigation.

Strong RFI (flagged)

External
RFI

(large amplitude, low occupancy)

Weak RFI
Linear Amplitude
Range

Spurious Free
Dynamic Range
(log scale)

Spurious Signal Limit
Spurious Signal Products
Figure 2: A schematic view of weak and strong RFI signal levels

5.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
EMI6, on the other hand, is not band-limited. Most sources of EMI on the SKA sites are under SKA control,
and can be kept at sufficiently low levels that they do not affect the design of the signal chain, per se.
Unfortunately, there will probably be exceptions for antennas that are a long way from the core, where
EMI will be present from external sources not under direct SKA control.

6

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is the unintentional emissions of radio frequencies that interfere with radio telescopes (more
generally with any users of the radio spectrum).
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5.3 Out-of-band RFI
Out-of-band RFI, occurring mainly at very low frequencies, can enter the signal chain through aliasing and
insufficient filtering, resulting in in-band intermodulation products. This is discussed in Sections 10.2.3
and 14, and will primarily affect SKA1-low.

5.4 External RFI Originating From Known Transmitters
Some external RFI will originate from known transmitters, usually those licensed to transmit in the SKA
bands, but also those originating from unknown, but routinely detected transmitters. These will be kept
up to date in an observatory data-base, and used by observers for planning observations.
If this type of RFI is in the strong (see Section 5.5.2) category, it will be automatically flagged in the signal
chains. If it is weak (see Section 5.5.1), it may be flagged during data processing, depending on the RFI
strategy of the observer.
In some cases it may be necessary to force weak RFI to be flagged in the signal chain. This would be an
important strategy for dealing with RFI that is not easy to detect, but is known to contaminate irreversible
operations (e.g. beamforming and correlation).

5.5 RFI in Imaging Signal Chains
An imaging signal chain for a particular telescope is defined as the signal path that begins at the input of
an LNA and ends at the output of the correlator.

5.5.1 Weak RFI/EMI
No system is completely linear. As defined above “weak” RFI passes through the entire signal chain
without producing spurious signal products above a specified limit. Figure 2 illustrates the spurious signal
products as many narrow spectral features lying below the limiting amplitude line. Above the line is the
‘linear amplitude range’. RFI signals in this amplitude range may not produce non-linear products that
are stronger than the limit. The value for the limit is rooted in science performance, and discussed further
in Section 6.
It may be possible to automatically detect and flag the strongest of the weak RFI, but this is not essential
to system operation. Extremely weak RFI will pass through the signal chain and only be detected (if at all)
in data processing operations. While important, this will not affect the design of the signal chain, which
is the focus of this document.
EMI should be weak by this definition, since emissions at the same levels as intentional transmissions
should not be present on SKA sites. EMI from SKA owned or supplied equipment will be subject to
stringent emissions requirements; these are unlikely to threaten linearity requirements. However, EMI
from non-SKA sources (e.g. from nearby towns, industrial or farming operations near antenna sites) may
be sufficiently strong to affect signal chains in nearby antennas.
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5.5.2 Strong RFI
Essentially any RFI signal that is not weak is classed as strong (ie, produces spurious frequency products
equal to or higher than the specified limit noted above). Strong RFI is normally intermittent, but there
may be exceptions (see Section 5.5.4). Because of its intermittency and the fact that correlation of partially
flagged data is an irreversible operation, it is critically important to be able to detect strong RFI in real
time.
In the worst case, strong RFI can completely “blind” the signal chain (e.g. saturating an amplifier, an ADC,
or overflowing a word-length downstream in the signal chain). Since it will not normally be possible to
predict which frequency channels will contain spurious signal products, the entire affected band (all
channels) in the signal chain must be flagged when strong RFI is present (during and following an ‘RFI
event’ – see Sections 7 and 8.1), resulting in a loss of observing time. Strong RFI may in principle be inband or out-of-band, but by design, out-of-band RFI will be sufficiently well attenuated by analogue antialiasing filters that it does not enter the signal chain at all.
The SKA design depends on an isolated, protected site, so that there will be low incidence of ground-based
strong RFI. But since the site cannot be protected against RFI originating from satellite or aeronautical
sources, these will undoubtedly be the major sources of strong RFI. However, strong ground-based RFI is
may also affect antennas located close to towns.

5.5.2.1

Downstream Detections of Strong RFI

The definition of strong RFI does not necessarily indicate that it can be detected using simple power
detectors (see Section 8.1), especially in the wide-band parts of the system where wide-band noise may
dilute the RFI signal. Nevertheless, part of the channel may be sufficiently non-linear (probably by design)
that the RFI must be flagged. In such as case, it is very likely that RFI will be detected after channelization,
where noise dilution has been reduced.
In this case the flags should be applied to all affected frequency channels. Clearly this depends upon the
amount of headroom available (i.e. the strong-weak threshold) not only at the point in the signal chain
where RFI is detected, but also upstream.
R1. Strong RFI must be flagged across all frequency channels or data streams, for samples that
may be affected within the signal chain.
This should be interpreted as meaning that a strong RFI signal, which by definition is above a predetermined threshold in a particular data stream (see Figure 2), should generate a flag for all channels
that could be affected by spurious spectral products induced by the RFI signal. A mechanism for
‘broadcasting’ the flag information in this way will be required.

5.5.3 Beamformers
SKA1-low and SKA1-survey will contain beamformers in the imaging signal chain.
In principle, a beamformer performs the same function as a reflector antenna (dish). However, the dish
acts as a passive beamformer whose dynamic range is infinite for practical purposes, whereas an
equivalent beamformer containing active components must maintain linearity in each input branch, even
if complete cancellation is expected of a strong signal in the sum (for a linear system). For RFI signals
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entering the antennas away from the main beam, the dish has approximately the same collecting area
(2/4π – the collecting area of an isotropic radiator) as each of the antenna elements connected to the
beamformer.
An ameliorating effect is dilution; if one input signal path generates spurious signals resulting from nonlinear effects, these will be diluted in the sum. Unfortunately, if one input is affected, it is likely that many
others will also be affected, especially in the SKA1-low and SKA1-survey telescopes where antenna
elements are located close to each other. When an RFI event does occur the entire sum should be
flagged7.
Digital beamformers can be designed as either frequency-domain beamformers or time-domain
beamformers. Hybrid designs are also possible. In a frequency-domain beamformer, the input band is
channelized into sufficiently narrow channels to enable phase to substitute for delay in each channel with
only small error in doing so. In a time-domain beamformer, the entire input band is delayed by quantised
fractions of a Nyquist sample time with sufficiently short delay increments to generate only a small error.
If narrow channels are needed, a time-domain beamformer may be followed by a channeliser. A
frequency-domain beamformer already contains a channeliser, but a subsequent ‘fine’ channeliser may
be needed as well to attain the required frequency resolution.
Both designs are inherently sensitive to RFI because summation is happening in real time, and a
contaminated signal, containing spurious signal products from one input will contaminate the sum. This
indicates a need to be able to flag frequency channels that contain strong RFI and either:
1. prevent the flagged samples from entering the sum (blanking), or
2. flag the summed output in the affected channels.
A pure time-domain beamformer will be inherently more linear when exposed to narrow-band RFI,
because the RFI signal will be diluted by wide-band noise. However, in a frequency domain beamformer
a non-linear signal product from narrow-band RFI will affect only the channel where the RFI occurs. It is
not obvious which design is more robust, and careful work will be needed to optimise the design to handle
RFI.
It is important to emphasise the requirement to flag samples across all affected channels or data streams,
even if an RFI event is detected downstream from where non-linear signals have been produced (see
Section 5.5.2.1).

5.5.4 Continuous Strong RFI
In the future (or even now) the SKA may encounter cases of continuous strong RFI, most likely originating
from satellites (e.g. Iridium may be in this class). The most straightforward technical measure that can be
taken to mitigate these signals is suppression (e.g. passive RF-filters) sufficiently up-stream in the signal
chain that spurious products are not generated down-stream. Clearly, however, it is unwise to insert
filters in front of LNAs, since filters tend to be lossy. Further investigation will be needed to find out if
such cases exist.
For aperture arrays and dishes equipped with phased array feeds, adaptive spatial nulling has potential,
even for mild non-linearity [RD13]. Further work is needed to explore this potential for telescopes that
utilise beamforming.
7

Note that this effect can also be used to distinguish RFI from real transient signals entering the main beam(s).
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5.6 RFI in Non-Imaging Signal Chains
A non-imaging signal chain for a particular telescope is defined as the signal path that begins at the input
of an LNA and ends at the output of a beamformer. It shares much of the upstream section with the
imaging signal chain. Flags generated in the shared section will be passed on to the non-imaging flag
stream.
SKA1-mid and SKA1-low will contain beamformers in the non-imaging signal chain. These beamformers
will be designed specifically for time-domain observations, likely with wider frequency channels than
those for the non-imaging cases, where narrow channels are needed to resolve spectral lines. Wider
channels permit faster pulsars and transients to be observed without distortion from the impulse
response of channel filters (see Section 8.1).
The pulsar search engines and transient detectors used on the outputs of the non-imaging signal chain
may not wish to actually blank flagged samples before processing them. As a minimum, meta-data should
contain a log of the occurrence of flags so that due care in interpretation can be taken (see Section 8.3
and R13).

6

Limits on Spurious Signal Products and the Weak-Strong Threshold

The two key values needed to enable the design process described above are the allowed level of spurious
signals generated from weak RFI, and the signal level at which the threshold from weak to strong occurs.
The degree of suppression of spurious signal products below the threshold between weak and strong RFI
is defined here as the “spurious-free dynamic range”, in analogy with (but not the same as) similar uses
of this term for ADCs. In this situation spurious signals can arise anywhere in the signal chain, and the
signals that produce them can arise either in-band or out-of-band. The spurious signal products are
produced principally by non-linear behaviour in the signal chain or by aliasing.
The number of spurious signals could be very large. Typical non-linear products are harmonics of RFI
signals, intermodulation between pairs of external RFI signals (Sections 5 and 5.4), and signals that are
aliased from out-of-band. Lower levels could be produced by higher order products intermodulating with
external RFI signals. This means that in principle, a “forest” of lines that could be generated is
proportionate to Nm, where N is the number of external signals, and m is at least 2.
The bandwidth ratio8 is quite important. For example, the SKA1-low bandwidth ratio is 7:1, which means
that there is considerable opportunity for in-band harmonics from interferers at the low end of the band.
The higher frequency bands in telescopes with smaller bandwidth ratios will be less affected.

6.1 Digitisation
Non-linear behaviour of Analogue-to-Digital converters (ADCs) is a specialised topic on its own. In this
document the non-ideal behaviour of ADCs (effective number of bits, spurious-free dynamic range, etc.)
is assumed to be “rolled into” the overall linearity requirements. The effects of non-ideal ADCs varies
with application, and the radio astronomy application must be treated accordingly. For example, the
signal-to-noise of RFI in a radio astronomy channel may be much larger than one. In very few other
applications is the user more interested in the underlying noise than ‘signal’ (i.e., the RFI).

8

The ratio of the upper frequency to the lower frequency of a band.
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6.2 The Spurious Signal Limit for the Imaging Signal Chain
The allowed level of spurious signal products primarily comes from an understanding of astronomical
impact. The numbers of spurious spectral lines could be very large and without additional information to
“rule them in or out”, they could be construed as astronomical spectral lines. Designing the signal chain
so as to make them undetectable will be impossibly expensive; thus setting the level must take into
account practical realities. These realities will be telescope dependent: as noted above, SKA1-low may be
more difficult than the others, even though detection of ultra-weak redshifted HI-lines at low frequencies
is a major astronomical goal. The following requirement sets the level of allowable spurious signals:
R2. In-band spurious signal products arising from weak RFI signals shall not be detectable in any
spectral channel after 2000 s of integration.9
The integration time of 2000 s is taken from [4] (ITU-R RA.769-2) as a representative integration time for
radio spectral lines. Of course, actual integrations will be much longer, and other techniques will be
needed to mitigate the effects of spurious spectral products that get through the signal chain.
As a side-note, very wide-band RFI (e.g. EMI from welding or spark gaps) which is not considered in detail
here, is likely to have the effect of raising the system temperature or general system noise, at least from
the perspective of the astronomer. The statistical characteristics of the noise will not be white Gaussian
noise, as is often assumed for normal system noise in radio telescope systems, but its effect will be similar.
Medium bandwidth RFI, such as noted in Section 5.1 (digital television and the like) will have a detrimental
effect similar in character to narrow-band RFI. Depending on the evolution of technology, especially
originating from space, this may require additional mitigation techniques in the signal chain design:
upstream in array beam-forming, or downstream in the data reduction stage.

6.3 The Spurious Signal Limit for the Non-Imaging Signal Chain
The question for this document is whether a requirement similar to the one stated in Section 6.2 (R2) is
sufficient to reduce the false detection of pulsars from non-linear behaviour in the signal chain to an
acceptable level. As noted in Section 5.5.3, beamformers are inherently sensitive to RFI.
The pulsar detection process, especially for pulsars with significant dispersion, is a very robust
discriminator against RFI. Non-linearities will produce spurious spectral products in the same way as for
the imaging case. It is difficult to see how this by itself, without addition modulation, could result in false
detection of a pulsar, except by generating frequency clutter.
However, if the frequency clutter is sufficiently strong, it will raise the effective system temperature.
Nevertheless, RFI is a major problem for pulsar searching and timing, resulting in many false detections
from RFI signals that are modulated in a periodic fashion, chirped or bursty. Non-linear behaviour upstream of the detector will spread this modulation in spurious signals across the frequency band used for
detection. The RFI characterisation files (see Section 9) will not contain information on modulation or
high-time-resolution characterisation of RFI on the sites. Such information will have to be gathered from
pulsar observations themselves.

9

The more demanding requirement, 10 hours, is also noted in the ITU-R RA.769-2 document [RD4], as applicable to spectral line
observations.
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Pulsar searches are afforded some protection from RFI because they will mainly utilise antennas in the
cores of the array configurations, which are better protected on the sites than antennas outside the core.
If necessary, timing observations may have to exclude heavily exposed antennas outside the core.
Designers of pulsar detection equipment have developed filtering and other mitigation techniques (e.g.
[6]), but the author is not aware of references linking the severity of RFI to non-linear behaviour upstream.
Analogous to that contained in Section 6.2, the linearity requirement for the non-imaging signal chain is:
R3. In-band spurious signal products arising from weak RFI signals shall not be detectable in any
spectral channel in the summed beam after 600 s of integration.
The value of 600 s is based on the typical integration time likely to be used for pulsar detection. This
requirement may be more stringent than necessary, and simulations will be needed to determine a more
appropriate level.

6.4 The Weak-Strong Threshold
The weak-strong threshold is based on a balance of loss of observing time versus the cost of highly linear
signal-chain designs. If it is set too low, then there will be a significant loss of observing time (too much
data will be flagged). (Flagging is discussed in Section 7). If the threshold is set too high, then the signalchain will have to be very linear and hence expensive (e.g. power hungry, many bits carried, etc.).
Because there are no comprehensive measurements of RFI for the sites, especially those that provide a
good measure of time occupancy, it is difficult to do more than set very rough requirements for loss of
observing time. The following ‘requirement’ is more of an expectation based on experience and analysing
the data that is available. The values given in R4 below, therefore, are subject to change.
It is also possible to view loss of data due to RFI flagging as part of an availability requirement. While this
may be reasonable theoretically, forcing a design which is sufficiently linear (i.e, raising the weak-strong
threshold) could drive costs up well out of proportion to benefit. With respect to availability, the presence
of RFI is similar in nature in to that of the weather – it will have an impact on availability, but is not under
the control of the designer. Thus availability is not explicitly considered here.
The requirement for loss of observing time due to RFI flagging is as follows:
R4. The initial weak-strong threshold shall be set with a goal to limit loss of average observing
time due to flagging of strong RFI of no than the following: SKA1-low: 25%; SKA1-mid Band 1:
15 %; SKA1-mid Band 2: 10 %; SKA1-mid Band 3: 10 %; SKA1-mid higher bands; 5% (all values
TBC). Subsequent changes will be guided by the process outlined in Figure 3.
It is unlikely to be possible to design directly to these requirements without further information. As
illustrated in Figure 3 (and discussed further in Section 9.1), meeting them will be an iterative process
carried out in collaboration with the designers of the different parts of the signal chain. Modifications
may be needed to obtain the best balance of cost and feasibility. Section 9.1 contains a description of the
contents of the use cases referred to in Figure 3. Section 15 discusses design guidelines related to this
requirement.
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1. a) SKA Office generates a set of
RFI examples (use cases), that
‘spans’ the RFI environment as well
as it is currently known. Although
these may be adjusted if new
measurement information is
available that indicates a substantial
change is needed, no changes will
be made late in the design/
verification process.
b) Initial goals set for loss of
observing time due to RFI flagging.

Process for
Establishing
RFI WeakStrong
Threshold

2. Adjust goals for loss of observing
time.

3. Element Consortia carry out an
initial design to meet the
requirement for observing time
loss, using the use cases.
4. Element consortia provide
reports on cost and feasibility to
meet goals.

No

Feasibility &
Cost OK?

Yes

Stop

Figure 3: A process for setting the weak-strong threshold in the signal chains of SKA telescopes

7

Flagging Policy

7.1 Imaging Signal Chain
Flagging begins in the signal chain. A flag stream will be carried with each data stream, beginning at the
first point in the chain at which it is possible to detect bad data, and will propagate right through the
system beyond the signal chain.
Three types of signal-chain flags are defined:
1. RFI flags resulting from the detection of RFI in the signal chain.
2. Signal-chain equipment failure.
3. Operational readiness (actually lack of readiness such as a dish not on source).
Types 2 and 3 flags, which are outside the scope of this document, will be set externally to the signal chain.
The following are some design considerations:
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Correlator outputs must be normalised to take into account the number of jointly valid
(unflagged) multiplicands occurring during an integration period. Flags occurring on either
antenna input represent an irreversible loss of data.
Flag generators: The best place to insert flags into the signal chain is in situ (ie, where bad
data is first detected), especially where high time resolution is important.
o For example, an obvious place to insert flags is at the ADCs, where overflows can be
detected.
o In a second example, a power detector located in a segment of the RF chain will insert
flags if RFI signals are above the allowed threshold at that point. Note that an RF amplifier
may be overloaded without that condition being evident downstream.
Time resolution: The ideal time resolution for transporting flags is one flag per digital sample.
(Note that this does not necessarily mean that flag events will have a single sample duration
– see Section 8.1). One flag per sample is conceptually the most transparent transport
scheme and possibly the most straightforward to implement. Other alternatives are one flag
for an entire block or frame of data. Note that data loss may be higher with block flagging.
The requirements in Section 8.3 effectively sets limits on block sizes, if this method is used.
There may be multiple sources of flags within a sub-system. In that case they must be ‘ORed’
(ie, either flag source will insert a flag).
Frequency resolution: At one or more points in the signal chain, the wide-band signals
originating from the LNAs will be channelised, possibly in multiple stages. Since RFI is
assumed to be narrow band, each channelised data stream should be accompanied by its own
flag stream. Since narrow band data streams will have commensurately lower data rates
(ie, will be downsampled), this does not imply an increase in the overall “flag data rate” as
the signals propagate through the signal chain.
Number of flag states: The smallest number possible is two.10 This is the least expensive to
carry with the data. However, it is not possible to distinguish sources of flags with only one
flag state, and there may be reasons to carry more than one as the signals propagate through
the system. For example, additional states could be added in the science data processing
stage. However, in the signal chain itself, carrying more than one flag state is deemed to be
too expensive. In this document only one state is assumed.

Downstream of the signal chain, not only RFI but also spurious signal products will have to be detected as
a result of more sophisticated processing than is possible before correlation. Various techniques have
been developed for this over the years, but it is indeed a difficult problem [7]. These will result in more
flagging; however, this type of flagging is outside the scope of this document.

7.2 Non-Imaging Signal Chain
As described in Section 5.6, flags at the outputs of beamformers are essentially advisory to the observer.
A similar situation to that of correlation exists with the summation in a beamformer. If addends can be
flagged, then the sum will have to be normalised to account for the missing inputs. As noted previously,
the impact of this type of flagging is irreversible.

10

Note that carrying one flag state with the data does not necessarily imply an extra bit in the sample stream.
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Ideally, each flag event would be logged, but the response times required and the amount of log data
makes this impractical. Thus a statistical flag record will be needed for each integration time (e.g. for
pulsars, ~600 s).

7.3 Forced Flagging
As noted in Section 5.4 There will be circumstance when RFI would normally be classed as weak, and let
through the signal chain, but the observer wishes some channels or time ranges to be flagged by central
direction (e.g. by the scheduler through telescope manager). A key parameter is the allowed time
resolution. It may be difficult to provide very high time resolution because the system might be flooded
with flagging commands. A typical correlator system has a cycle time of ~10 ms; thus setting this value
to 500 ms does not appear to create significant design difficulty. This leads to the following requirement:
R5. Flagging can be inserted into any frequency channel of the signal chain by means of a central
command, with a time resolution of 500 ms.

8

Detection Requirements and Techniques

8.1 Thresholding before Correlation
Detection of strong, intermittent RFI is essential to be able to implement the flagging approach described
in this document. The most common (and obvious) detection method is to measure the power at various
points in the signal chain and to flag data that exceeds a given threshold (“thresholding”). Figure 4 is a
schematic of a generic threshold detector in either the analogue or digital part of the signal chain.
Data Stream Flag Stream
In
In

Tap off
Signal

Signal Chain
Section

Control

Square Law
Detector (digital
or analogue)

Logical Flag
‘OR’

Control

Integrator
(Sum over )

Analysis and
Readout
(if present)

To Telescope
Manager

Flag Generator
(Threshold
detector)

Data Stream Flag Stream
Out
Out

Figure 4: Threshold detector
(N.B. - Either analogue or digital signals flow through a section of signal chain in which signal power is measured
and averaged over an interval of . A flag is generated when a pre-set threshold is exceeded. The threshold and
integration time is under central control, presumably through Telescope Manager. Statistical analysis may also be
carried out and the information passed to Telescope Manager).
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Thresholding depends on the signal-to-noise available for the RFI signal, itself, in the part of the signal
chain at hand. This is essentially the product of the signal-to-noise ratio in spectral flux density terms (W
m-2 Hz-1) and the frequency occupancy (ratio of the RFI bandwidth to the signal chain bandwidth).
𝜆2 𝑠𝑝𝑑𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼 ∆𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼
4𝜋 𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠 ∆𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛

Thus, 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 = {

𝜆2 𝑠𝑝𝑑𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼
4𝜋 𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠

𝑓𝑜𝑟

𝑓𝑜𝑟

∆𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼
∆𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛

∆𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼
∆𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛

≤1

>1

}

11

, where SNRRFI is the signal-to-noise of the RFI

signal, Tsys is the system temperature of the telescope (including any contribution from broad-band RFI),
fRFI is the bandwidth of the RFI signal, fchan is the bandwidth of the signal channel in the relevant part of
∆𝑓
the signal chain, and kb is Boltzmann’s constant. ∆𝑓 𝑅𝐹𝐼 will be less than one in most of the signal chain,
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛

where frequency occupancy is low. However in narrow channels, which for the SKA will be ~1-2 kHz, it is
likely to be greater than one.
A detector, which may be an analogue or digital detector (ADC) will be used to measure the RFI signal
strength. The post detection signal-to-noise ratio is further increased by √∆𝜏, where ∆𝜏 is the post
detector integration time.
As a minimum, ∆𝜏 > ~

1
∆𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛

, since no signal can change more quickly than the inverse bandwidth (as

proved by the equivalent width theorem for Fourier transforms).
In the case of narrow channels to be used for spectral line imaging (~1 kHz width), this will have a
significant effect on flagging. In a digital implementation, the position of the filter transition frequency
and the roll-off attenuation curve in the transition region from the pass-band to the stop-band determines
the channel-to-channel isolation. If the isolation is high, then ∆𝜏 will be long (ie, an RFI-related impulse
could “ring” potentially for many samples, all of which must be flagged). This determines the number of
lost samples per flag event. Thus in setting isolation requirements, there is a fundamental trade-off with
data-loss requirements due to flagging RFI.
In the case of wide channels (e.g. near the front ends), it is important that ∆𝜏 not be longer than the time
during which the RFI is present; otherwise the signal-to-noise ratio will decrease.
The number of flag events (RFI impulse) can be estimated from the measured time occupancy fraction for
strong RFI, assuming that each event is independent (worst case) (see Section 11.1). This will aid in setting
the best values to set for ∆𝜏 in various parts of the signal chain.
It may be possible using digital detectors for ∆𝜏 to be programmable (see Section 15.1). Note also that at
the output of the correlator, the autocorrelation products provide power detection in each output
channel. This will be an important means of tracking RFI during operations.

8.2 Thresholding Post-Correlation Data
Assuming that some RFI is not detected before correlation, it will contaminate the correlated output at
some level. However, correlation typically diminishes (but does not always eliminate) the RFI signal as a
result of several effects:


11

Some RFI signals will not be present on both inputs to the correlator, depending on the separation
of the antennas, the location of the interferer, etc.;

This equation assumes that the victim antenna is isotropic, a good approximation for the sidelobes of a high-gain antenna.
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For instances of wide correlated bandwidth and wide-band RFI, decorrelation within the band will
occur. Since most RFI is narrow band, and channel bandwidths are also likely to be small, this
effect is not considered further.
Averaging bursts of RFI that are shorter than the post-correlation integration time;
Averaging over cycles of interference fringes, which alternate the sign of the correlated RFI in each
cycle. The reduction factor scales as L, where  is the integration time and L is the projected
baseline length during the integration period in the direction from the RFI emitter (measured in
wavelengths).

Clearly, averaging will have reduced effect if either the RFI burst-length is long compared with  and/or
when the interferometer delay rate is near zero (i.e., on the u-axis of the u-v plane for any baseline length),
or for short baselines and autocorrelations. Thus reduction is not always present and can be highly
variable.
If the goal is to enhance the detection of RFI so that it can be flagged, then one approach is to use a very
short integration time12 to reduce the averaging effects. Figure 5 illustrates this strategy: the output of a
short-term integrator is subjected to a threshold detector, which generates and ‘ORs’ a flag into the flag
stream if the threshold is exceeded. In a subsequent step the short integrations are further summed into
a long-term integrator, excluding flagged data in the sum. Statistical information on the fraction of flagged
samples is passed on as meta-data. Note that the flag stream input comes from the correlator block in
Figure 5, which will generate flags only for cases in which samples in either the X or Y inputs have been
flagged.
X-Flag
Stream In

X-in

Control

Single-Chan CrossCorrelation

Short Term Integrator
(Sum over  = 1-100 ms)

Y-Flag
Y-in
Stream In

Flag Generator
(Threshold
detector)

Flag
Stream In

Logical Flag
‘OR’

Regulated
Output to
Science Data
Processing

Long Term
Integrator

Control

Flag Stream Out

Figure 5: A conceptually simple method for post-correlation flagging

Determining the optimum short-term integration time is difficult to predict. Measurement and observing
experience will be needed to obtain a data-base of useful short-term integration periods, so that the
dependencies on characteristic RFI burst-times, baseline length and frequency can be sorted out. RFI is
not a stationary ergodic stochastic process. In a conservative design the integration time should be as
short as practical.
12

Sometimes colloquially referred to as ‘dump time’.
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Figure 6: Blue: A histogram of crossing-times of white-light fringe-lobes at 4 GHz for SKA1-mid. Green:
Cumulative histogram

Figure 6 is a histogram of crossing times for a ground-based RFI source of white-light fringe-lobes (halffringes) for the range of baselines present in SKA1-mid. This provides a guide to the length of time that a
short-term integration period should last before the post-correlation RFI signal changes sign. A frequency
of 4 GHz was chosen for this figure as the highest frequency (fastest fringe rate) for which RFI will be a
problem.
The simplest method for assigning short term integration times is to use a value selected for the longest
baselines (~5 ms from Figure 6) for all the correlator outputs. However, the longest baselines are less
likely to suffer correlated interference, at least from ground-based sources. Airborne interference would
be more likely to correlate on long baselines, and would be only a slightly faster than ground-based, as
long as the aircraft is distant. If it saves effort, the short term integration times could scale with baseline
length.
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Figure 7: Apparent angular velocities of Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites from the ground

Satellite borne interference sources will move through the fringes an order of magnitude faster than
ground or airborne interference. Figure 7 shows the ratio of angular velocities of satellites to those for
celestial objects as a function of orbit height or period. For the longest SKA1-mid baselines this indicates
a short-term integration period in the 0.5 ms range. Because all antennas will be exposed from the sky,
satellite borne interference is very likely to correlate on all baselines.
Figure 8 shows a more general architecture for a post-correlation RFI detector. The block labelled “group
coincidence detector” examines contiguous short samples for jointly exceeding a threshold for RFI.13 This
increases the probability of detection (and/or reduces the probability of false detections) for a given
threshold. Simultaneously looking for RFI in contiguous frequency channels improves detection further.14
Of course a practical system could not cover the entire range of frequency channels; the width of blocks
of channels would be based on typical frequency ‘spans’ over which RFI is typically present. As a guide to
defining a span, typical allocations from frequency authorities are a few MHz.
The importance of high-time/frequency-resolution processing of RFI will grow as the radio spectrum
becomes more crowded with signals, especially the most damaging space-borne RFI. The goal is to ensure
that provide capability to limit the damage as much as possible.
The following requirements express a minimum capability:
R6. There shall be a capability to analyse, threshold and flag correlator output data with time
resolution in proportion to baseline length, scaled to 0.5 ms for the longest baselines.
R7. There shall be a capability to use combinatorial thresholding in time and frequency to analyse
correlator output data for the purposes of flagging RFI. Priority shall be given to the time
domain.

13

Although the motivation here is RFI flagging, it is likely that scientific uses for this capability will emerge, especially in the area of
transient detection.
14

Offringa et al. [9] have analysed this method and it has been implemented on several telescopes for recorded visibilities,
which typically will have longer integration times than discussed here.
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R8. There shall be a capability to sum unflagged high-time resolution data over integration times
to be controlled externally.
Specifying the range of times, frequencies and final integration times is a lower level requirement, which
will have to be based on an analysis of detailed implementation possibilities. A brief, high-level discussion
is contained in the next section.

Chan 1
Chan 2

X-in

Single-Chan
CrossCorrelation

Chan n
 = 1-100

ms

Group
Coincidence
Processor

Long Term
Integrator &
Channel
Combiner

Control

Control

Regulated
Output to
Science Data
Processing

Y-in
Chan nmax

Figure 8: Post-correlation RFI detection using coincidence detection across groups of channels

8.2.1 Implementation Models
A requirement to provide a short-integration-time RFI analysis capability implies at least a brief
exploration of implementation models.
A correlator architecture that implements the scheme shown in Figure 5 should be fairly easy to
implement in the sense that all the data required is available locally right at the output of the correlator
multiplier. A partial generalisation of the scheme shown in Figure 8, in which only time-sample-strings
are examined for RFI, is slightly more complex.
The full generalisation to the time-frequency domain is likely to be more difficult because data from
adjacent channels may not be locally available, depending on the architecture of the correlator. A
software correlator may not suffer from the same problem, since in principle all data could be available
from general-purpose memory. However a software correlator is likely to be difficult to scale to the size
of the SKA1-mid task, and total through-put is a potential problem in any case.
A separate sub-system that is connected to the back-end of the correlator may be necessary to implement
the more general scheme outlined in Figure 8. The data interconnect could provide the appropriate
routing of data. Alternatively, this might be done internally in memory addresses.
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8.3 Detection and Flagging Requirements
In terms of additional requirements, the contents of this section can be summarised in the following:
R9. There shall be a flag stream for each signal path in the signal chain, to be carried forward to
the output of the signal chain.
R10. There shall be at least one threshold detector along each path in the signal chain and one
detector in each part of the chain for which there is a change in channel bandwidth. Each
detector shall be capable of generating a flag.
R11. The pre-correlation detector integration times shall be set by an analysis of the time
occupancy statistics of strong RFI as contained in the RFI Characterisation files, limited by the
channel-defining filter response of the channel in question.
R12. The time resolution of the flag stream along each signal path shall be no longer than the
detector integration times.
R13.

9

A statistical record of flagging with time resolution of one integration time shall be logged.

RFI Characterisation Files

9.1 Use Cases – Short Term Planning
Because full characterisation of the RFI environment on the SKA sites is not yet available (especially
outside the core area of the array), the SKA Office will provide a set of ‘use cases’ to aid in the design of
the RF chain, particularly with respect to setting the weak-strong threshold. The procedure is discussed
in Section 6.4.
These use cases will provide the first estimate of the contents of Figure 18 (see Section 15), which includes
the strong-weak threshold. This will be done for well-described examples in different SKA frequency
bands, and will also rely on measurements already made (see Section 11).
In doing so, the SKA Office will carry out an analysis similar to that described in Section 15, but on a more
abstract level than would be possible for a designer working on a specific signal chain. Considerable
interaction with the designers will be needed.
Knowing the inputs from the use cases, the weak/strong threshold and the spurious signal limit, it is then
possible to calculate or simulate the non-linear effects through the signal chain for a specific design. The
sources of non-linearity will vary, especially between the RF (e.g. intermodulation products) and digital
(e.g. digitisation, truncation) parts of the chain. Verification will be carried out by test vectors based on
the use cases. This process is described in more detail in Section 15.

9.2 Long Term Planning
Compared with existing sites for radio telescopes around the world, which have degraded drastically over
recent decades, the RFI environment on the two SKA sites is extremely good. Moreover, there is legal
protection for both sites over substantial geographic extents, and a commitment from governing
authorities to maintain or improve the RFI environment. Nevertheless, there are unavoidable off-site
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sources of RFI that cannot be controlled directly. From a designer’s perspective, this is a “moving target”.
Therefore, the concept of RFI characterisation files has been developed in which the SKA Organisation
takes responsibility for defining the RFI environment. The files will take the form a list of RFI signals
containing entries for frequency, signal strength, bandwidth, and any available information regarding
identification, type of modulation, etc.
The sources of information for generating the files are described in Section 10. In the case of the RFI site
survey data, a simplified version of the results, suitable for design and verification, will be assembled.
In addition, as much information as possible on the time occupancy will be included: mainly statistical
information, but if possible also information about sources that would permit identification (a priori or a
posteriori) of individual signals. For example, an aircraft transmitting from a known position could provide
information; this could be used to confirm RFI detection data products (i.e., in flag processing components
of science data processing, which will have to be highly automated).
Out-of-band data for low-frequency RFI (i.e., less than 50 MHz) will have to be included, although not with
high accuracy. This is needed to permit the design of anti-aliasing filters for SKA1-low (see Sections 10.2.3
and 14).
Signal strength for RFI will be expressed as the power that would be received in a 1 Hz bandwidth by an
isotropic antenna in units of dB(W m-2 Hz-1), placed the location of the real antenna’s input. This approach
is consistent with normal practice in assessing RFI signal strength for radio telescopes [4].
In general, EMI from Observatory-controlled equipment will not be included, since this will meet EMI
emission standards low enough to avoid any signal-chain linearity issues. There may specific exceptions,
where for example, a Local Oscillator signal is likely to leak.

10 Sources of Data and Information
These sources of information will be used to develop the RFI Characterisation files discussed in Section 9.

10.1 Weak RFI
The most recent site surveys will be the primary source of information on RFI on the sites, possibly
supplemented by a small number of new measurements that may be needed for particular locations of
antennas near known emitters of ground-based RFI. These data will provide frequencies and approximate
signal-strengths for RFI detected at a level which is approximately 10 dB above the levels recommended
in the ITU-R RA.769-2 recommendation [4].
These data are useful for describing average long-term occupancy (hours - see Section 11). Some
information on short-term occupancy (seconds to minutes) can be derived from these data, but they are
less useful for this.
These data are available now. A continuing RFI measurement programme will yield more up-to-date and
more sensitive results15.

15

This document will be updated when new information is available.
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10.2 Strong RFI
10.2.1 Ground-based Sources
Ground-based strong RFI is generally not expected to be present in the site core areas. Exceptions could
be the mobile phone base-station transmitters located near the four towns surrounding the South African
site and/or in the SKA1-Low frequency range where ionospheric propagation can result in strong RFI from
remote transmitters. Away from the core, additional measurements may be needed once the locations
of array configuration corridors are available [5] and ultimately the individually confirmed antenna
positions.

10.2.2 Space and Airborne Sources
The main sources of strong RFI will be aircraft, particularly on-board DME and transponders, and satellites.
Although strong RFI of this nature can be seen in the site measurement data, its time occupancy is not
well characterised.
It is expected that information on scheduled flights in the volume around the sites can be found in publicly
accessible data bases. Note that the required volume could be quite large because the on-board
transmitters are strong and often at line-of-sight. There will be additional transmissions from aircraft that
are picked up by the radio astronomy receivers, especially in the aeronautical communications band in
the VHF (108 – 137 MHz).
It is also expected that data-bases of most satellite orbits and their transmission frequencies are also in
public data-bases. Satellite transmissions are scattered over almost the full frequency range of the SKA
telescopes. These can be detected in the site survey, but their time occupancy was not fully characterised.
From these two sources, a statistical picture of the occupancy of strong RFI can be assembled to serve as
input to the signal chain design process.13

10.2.3 Strong Out-of-band RFI
The only significant source of strong out-of-band RFI will occur at frequencies less than 50 MHz, and only
SKA1-low is likely to be affected by these RFI sources. Since these RFI signals are likely to ‘alias-in’ to the
sampled band, they must be suppressed to meet the same level of spurious signals as non-linear signal
products.
R14. Spurious signal products arising from out-of-band RFI signals shall not be detectable in
any spectral channel after 2000 s of integration.
Section 14 describes measurements of RFI on the Australian site for frequencies less than 50 MHz. These
measurements can be used directly to design anti-aliasing filters to meet the above requirement. Note
that RFI signals at very low frequencies sometimes propagate long distances, completely around the Earth.
In such extreme ionospheric conditions, it may not be possible to observe.
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11 RFI Measurements of 2010-2011
The most complete set of measured data currently available to the SKAO on the RFI environment of the
two sites are from those carried out as part of the SKA site selection process. This was done as a result of
an agreement [2], and carried out by the PrepSKA programme at the University of Manchester which
contracted the work to ASTRON (as lead), CSIRO, and SKA South Africa. A previous, less sensitive RFI
survey of the short list of five candidate sites [1] was also carried out by ASTRON.
The measurement process and data reduction methods/programmes are summarised in [8] and [9].
Special instrumentation was constructed for the survey to enable a number of measurement modes: Fast
Scanning Mode (FS), High Sensitivity Mode (HS), Transient Mode (TM), Rural mode (RM) and Max Hold
mode (MH). The data from some of these modes has not been fully reported. Implementation difficulties
with the equipment as well as time constraints resulted in deviations from the original intent. However,
these are not important for the present purposes.
For the purposes of signal chain design and other uses of this data, average “occupancy” histograms are
the most important product. These can be obtained most reliably from the HS mode, which is described
in more detail below and in [9], and is the only data-set used in this document.
Table 1 below shows the dates of all of the HS measurements, each of 2-hour duration. Overall the
observations contained 16 hours of observing time on each site, spread over observing sessions in August
and September, 2010. The data are calibrated spectral power flux density (spfd) levels in units of dB (Wm-2-Hz-1) in channels spanning 70 MHz to 2000 MHz. Channel widths are ~30 kHz wide, but vary slightly.
The total number of channels is 70438. Individual samples are integrated over 60 s. Table 1 also shows
the pointing directions of the antennas and the orientations of linear polarisation (horizontal or vertical).
The antenna gain increases slightly from low to high frequencies, 6 to 7 dB, respectively; thus RFI signals
originating from overhead will be suppressed by ~6 dB.
Table 1: Measurement Times
High Sens.
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SA
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11.1 Occupancy Histograms
The calibrated data have been rendered into average occupancy histograms, fractions of time that a
detected RFI signal is present at a given spfd in a given frequency channel. The histograms are averaged
over the entire 16 hours, encompassing the orientations and directions shown in Table 1. Each instance
of a detection in 60 s of integration in a given frequency channel is registered in the histograms. Section
13 discusses the effects of this kind of averaging on the interpretation of the results.

11.1.1 Histogram Plots
Figure 9, for the lowest frequency band, is an example of a 16-hour histogram plot. Although plots can
be made for any bin-size (in dB) and the histogram colour scale can be adjusted,
Figure 9 shows the ‘standard’ values for 1-dB bins. The vertical scale is spfd in units of dB (W-m-2-Hz-1).
The histogram is the fraction of time at which the RFI appears in the histogram bin.
The highly populated levels around -240 dB (W-m-2-Hz-1) in
Figure 9 represent the sensitivity limit of the measurements (noise levels). The fluctuations indicate
approximately the stability of the baseline for the 8 x 2 hour observation sessions. The sensitivity in these
units gets gradually worse at higher frequencies.

Figure 9: An example histogram plot of RFI for the lowest frequency band
Note that the resolution of the plots is not nearly sufficient to represent the occupancy histograms. Each
division of 10 MHz actually contains ~330 spectral channels. Therefore the dots on the page are highly
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overlapped, and this makes it difficult to display the colours properly. The full set of plots is provided in
Appendices II and III.

11.1.2 Histogram Data
Histogram data at full spectral resolution is available in ASCII, comma-separated data (csv) files, which can
be read by MS Excel, among many other programmes. The summary data is also available as Excel (.xlsx
files), as displayed in Figure 10. Two histogram bin sizes have been used, 1 dB and 5 dB, although the
program can generate other bin sizes. The 5-dB histograms provide a more concise way of evaluating
levels at high spectral resolution and the 1 dB bin-sizes generate more readable plots.
Figure 10 contains snippets of data from 5-dB histogram files showing 17 channels each. Frequency is
across the top and spectral power flux density is shown on the left in blue. Each number represents the
fraction of time in percent during which the appropriate bin is occupied by an RFI signal. The red bars
are a visual indication of the histogram frequency. The high occupancy values in the -245 dB (W-m-2-Hz-1)
bin (top half of Figure 10) are at the sensitivity limit of the measurements. In the lower half the sensitivity
limit is -225 dB (W-m-2-Hz-1).
The measurements were made sequentially in nine band-groups. The files contain nine identical groups
of rows, one group for each band. Each group begins with a row of frequency values (orange) and then a
row for each value of spfd. Because the bands are not all the same length in channels, the right sides of
the groups are zero-padded in the file.
RFI occupies a small fraction of the time in the example shown in the lower half of Figure 10. Possibly
these signals are appearing more frequently at lower levels, but ‘pop up’ above the sensitivity limit
infrequently because of propagation effects, or they may actually occur infrequently. Much more
measurement information at more sensitive levels and higher time resolution would be needed to
determine this.
Because the RFI monitoring system is not very sensitive compared with a radio telescope, these signals
may be briefly quite strong in the signal chain, especially at higher frequencies, where system noise is very
low. Note that such short bursts should be flagged in telescope data. More worrisome are RFI bursts at
lower levels, which will be more difficult to detect but will likely have an insidious effect on highly sensitive
imaging and/or time domain astronomy.
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Figure 10: Snippets of RFI histogram data from Excel spreadsheets containing high spectral resolution data

12 Integrating RFI Power over Specific Receiver Bands
A useful result for a signal-chain designer is an RFI signal level integrated over all or a portion of the
telescope receiver band, showing the power level at the input to the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) for the
band in question.
The following relation links received power to flux density:

𝑃
Δ𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼

𝑆

= Δ𝑓

𝑅𝐹𝐼
-2

𝜆2
4𝜋

, where fRFI is the

bandwidth of the RFI signal in Hz, P is RFI power in W, S is RFI flux density in W-m , and  is the wavelength
of the RFI. Making the substitution for spfd, the relation becomes:
power flux density (spfd) is in W-m-2-Hz-1.

𝑃
𝛥𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼

= 𝑠𝑝𝑓𝑑

𝜆2
,
4𝜋

where spectral

The observations were originally made as detected power (P), and converted to spfd using the
instrumental channel widths. Thus there will be no error in converting the reported spfd values back to
power in a given channel. Hence the assumption that 𝛥𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐼 = 𝛥𝑓𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛 , where fchan is the channel width.
Integrating the RFI power over f, where f is the width of one or more channels, yields the RFI power
contained in the electrical signal appearing at the ‘input terminals’ of an antenna’s LNA.
An underlying assumption is that the radio astronomy antenna looks like an omnidirectional antenna for
the purposes of receiving RFI. This is justified because of the strong likelihood that RFI will be received in
far sidelobes. No account is taken of ohmic losses in the antenna (before the signal appears at LNA
terminals).
The following logarithmic relation can be used to calculate the RFI power at the LNA input for a given
channel of width f: 𝑃𝑅𝐹𝐼 (𝑑𝐵𝑚) = 𝑠𝑝𝑓𝑑 (𝑑𝐵(𝑊 𝑚−2 𝐻𝑧 −1 )) − 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑓 𝐺𝐻𝑧) + 8.5 + 10log(∆𝑓 𝐻𝑧)
for the units shown.
A Matlab programme (Appendix IV) has been written to integrate the histogram data over a specified
band. The programme sums the power levels (in units of W, not dBm) over the specified bandwidth for
all channels showing non-zero occupancy. In addition, the occupancy fractions for each channel in the
specified bandwidth are summed.
The result is plotted as occupancy vs power, which then represents the total RFI power passing through
the system (i.e., the user-specified band) and the fraction of time that this power is present, averaged
over the 16-hour observations.
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Two examples are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 11: Average Power (dBm) as occupancy fraction over the bandwidth shown in the title for the South
Africa core site

Figure 12: Average Power (dBm) as occupancy fraction over the bandwidth shown in the title for the Australia
core site

Care must be taken to ensure that the ‘baseline’ sensitivity level is not interpreted as high occupancy
fraction (see Section 11.1.1 and Figure 9). For bands that are relatively free of RFI, this will be the only
high occupancy fraction shown in the plot. However, this does not actually show real occupancy fraction
and no actual RFI signal occurs in this bin. The plots of spfd over the frequency range of interest show the
baseline levels, and the corresponding power levels can readily be calculated using the relation given
above.
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12.1 Signal-to-Noise and Number of Digitisation Bits
Signal-to-noise ratio is more important than the power of the RFI signal. The radio astronomy signal is
ideally white Gaussian noise. In that case, 𝑃𝑛 = 𝑘𝑏 𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝐵𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛 , where kb is the Boltzmann constant (J/K),
Tsys is the system temperature (K), and Bchan is the bandwidth (Hz) of the channel in question. In logarithmic
terms, 𝑃𝑛 (𝑑𝐵𝑚) = 10 log(𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝐾) + 10 log(𝐵𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑀𝐻𝑧) − 138.6. The signal-to-noise ratio (RFI-power/radioastronomy-noise-power) is 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 (𝑑𝐵) = 𝑃𝑅𝐹𝐼 (𝑑𝐵𝑚) − 𝑃𝑛 (𝑑𝐵𝑚) .
In the digital portion of the signal chain, the number bits needed to carry the RFI signal without generating
non-linear behaviour can be estimated from SNRRFI. Choosing the quantisation loss for the radio
astronomy signal is the starting point. Table 2 contains quantisation losses [10] for a range of levels
appropriate for modern radio telescopes, for even numbers of levels.

Table 2: SNR Loss for Different Numbers of Bits
k
No. of Bits
Quantisation Efficiency
4
3
0.96
8
4
0.988
16
5
0.996

No. of Levels
8
16
32

SNR Loss (%)
4
1.2
0.4

Following [11], the number of bits needed to also carry a strong RFI signal without saturating the
Analogue-to-Digital converter (ADC) can be estimated approximately.
Assume that k levels in voltage terms (see Table 2) are assigned to quantise the radio astronomy signal.
Assume also that the RFI signal is a pure sine wave with peak voltage (Vp). For b as the number of ADC
bits (assumed even), 2𝑏−1 levels are needed to avoid saturation of the ADC from the sine wave and
2𝑏−1 − 𝑘 levels are available for the digitising the sine wave. In that case the output SNRRFI will be
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 2

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 = (

𝑘

) =

2

(2𝑏−1 −𝑘)
2𝑘

, where 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 =

𝑉𝑝
√2

is the rms voltage of the sine wave, k is the rms

voltage of the radio astronomy signal, and b is in units of bits. This can be solved to yield =
𝑙𝑜𝑔(√2𝑘 2 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 +𝑘)
log(2)

+ 1 . Figure 13 plots this function for increasing values of k. Note that when SNRRFI

is zero (no RFI), the number of bits reverts to 𝑏 =

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑘)
+
log(2)

1 (see also Table 2), as expected.

The slope of curve can be derived by differentiating the equation for b:
1

1

ln(2) (2𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 +√2𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 )

𝑑𝑏
𝑑(𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐼 )

=

. As expected, the slope is independent of k. Note that once the square root

term becomes much smaller than the linear term, the slope is simply inversely proportional to SNRRFI.
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Figure 13: The number of bits to be carried as a function of SNRRFI in dB

The equation for b can be used to convert the power levels shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 to the number
of bits needed to carry the radio astronomy and RFI signals without overflow, given the Tsys and k. In this
case Figure 14 shows the same data as Figure 11 with the power levels converted to bits as derived above,
for Tsys = 20 K and k = 8. Similarly for Figure 15; in this case Tsys = 1000 K and k = 8.
𝑙𝑜𝑔(8)

For k = 8, 4 bits ( log(2) + 1) are required to encode the radio astronomy signal alone (when the RFI signals
are not present).
In Figure 14 and Figure 15 the point at (4,0) is artificial. This occurs because denoting power in dB terms
generates a ‘-inf’ (negative infinity), which translates to zero signal-to-noise and zero occupancy. All the
histogram bins with zero occupancy are overlaid on this point.

Figure 14: South Africa – an occupancy histogram of the required number of bits to be carried, for the band of
frequencies shown and k = 8
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Figure 15: Australia – an occupancy histogram of the required number of bits to be carried, for the band of
frequencies shown and k = 8

13 Caveats and Cautions
The following applies to the RFI measurements made in 2010-2011:


These data were measured only at the cores of the SKA sites. Propagation of signals from groundbased interferers is likely to be very position sensitive where there are significant topological
features. Ground-based RFI signals received in extended parts of array configurations may be
much stronger than in the core location. Topological features may reduce or enhance received
signals.



The sampling of the data does not provide useful information on short term occupancy. In some
bands, the RFI may be highly variable (e.g. cell phone bands, in which channels are constantly
switching). An extreme example is the aeronautical DME system (978-1213 MHz).



The measurement bandwidths are approximately 30 kHz, much wider than the ~1-kHz channels
required for SKA1. The necessary assumption that the spfd is constant over the measured
channels may not be correct or there may be significant variations in time within one channel that
are masked because of the width of the measured channels.



The data presented here is an average over the four cardinal directions and over horizontal (H)
and vertical (V) polarisations. Since most RFI is strongly polarised and most ground-based RFI is
direction dependent, significant averaging (dilution) may be occurring.



The RFI measurement system used an antenna with 6-7 dB of gain, pointed at or near the horizon.
This means that overhead sources will be suppressed by ~6 dB.



The maximum frequency of the RFI observations is 2.0 GHz. Significant RFI occurs in S-band (2-4
GHz), especially from satellites and 2.4 GHz WiFi and similar devices.
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Most of these factors will reduce the apparent RFI power, as measured. Therefore a conservative designer
will apply a ‘safety factor’ to the measurements. The Matlab programme (Appendix IV) provides an input
with a default of 8 dB. The safety factor need not be the same at all frequencies; values from 6-10 dB
should be considered, but for wide bands a lower safety factor may be sufficient.

14 RFI below 50 MHz at the Australian Site
Measurements of RFI at frequencies from 2 to 500 MHz were made in Feb. 2014 and documented in [12].
These were made using a prototype SKA1-low antenna (SKALA antenna – log-periodic) and a resolution
bandwidth of 100 kHz. Other details of the measurements can be found in [12].
They are important measurements because they determine the characteristics of pre-sampling filtering
(anti-aliaising suppression), as well as ensuring that non-linear signal products cannot enter the SKA1-low
signal chain. However, an understanding of occupancy is not required for this purpose, and so only a
spectrum is required. Also the required calibration accuracy is lower. These measurements have not been
calibrated to the accuracy of the 2010 RFI campaign measurements.
Figure 16 is a spectrum in spdf units, the same as those presented previously. The units have converted
from dBm, using the 100 kHz resolution bandwidth and assuming an omnidirectional antenna. No account
of losses has been made.
Figure 17 is the spectrum in the same units as measured (dBm). Since they are made on a prototype SKA1low antenna, they should be more useful in practice than the derived spdf results. However, if the antenna
were to change, then the spdf results should be used.
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Figure 16: Spectral Power Flux Density at frequencies less than 50 MHz on the Australian site
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Figure 17: Received power at the input terminals of a SKALA antenna at frequencies less than 50 MHz on the
Australian site

15 Signal Chain Design Guidelines Using the Occupancy Data
In principle, the results outlined in the previous sections will enable the signal chain designer to make
decisions and put into practice linearity requirements. Figure 18 illustrates various regions in the
Occupancy Fraction/RFI Power graph.
The most important regions are the Linear Region (spurious-free dynamic range) and the Flagging Region/
Flag Detection Difficult Regions. In the Linear Region the entire signal chain meets linearity requirements.
In the two Flag regions all data must be flagged, as long as the Flag Threshold is exceeded.
The key question is “What is the cost curve for the ‘Flag Threshold’?” A high threshold will require more
power in the analogue part of the signal chain and more bits to be carried in the digital part. A low
threshold will result in a significant loss of data through flagging.
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Figure 18: Regions of the Occupancy Fraction/RFI Power graph

The Difficult Flag Detection region exists if there is insufficient signal-to-noise to detect RFI in the widebandwidth parts of the signal chain. This may not occur. However, just because the RFI cannot be
detected does not mean that the signal chain is sufficiently linear. In this case the RFI will have to be
detected downstream where the bandwidth is lower and the signal-to-noise ratio is higher. The
corresponding flags would be applied across all affected frequency channels.
The Potential Filter Region is continuously affected by RFI and is also above the Flag Threshold. If such a
region exists, it may be necessary to block these frequencies from entering the signal chain by means of
analogue filters.
Table 3 contains a list of parameters affecting the choice of Flag Threshold. Most of these are based on
Level 1 (system) performance requirements. In some cases, they are part of a budget, and only the total
is specified in a Level 1 requirement. Item 1 is based on observations and cannot be chosen. Item 2 is a
requirement at frequencies above ~350 MHz, but is largely determined by sky noise at lower frequencies.
Requirements related to these parameters are compiled in Appendix I.
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Table 3: Origin of Parameters Affecting the Choice of Flag Threshold
Parameter
Type

Origin

1

Signal-to-noise of external RFI signals

Data

N/A

Observed/measured data

2

System Temperature

Requirement or
Data

Max.

Requirement: high frequencies; sky
noise: low frequencies

3

Signal-to-noise loss due to quantisation

Budget

Max.

Arising from Level 1 requirement for
overall SNR loss

4

Level of spurious signal products

Requirement

Max

Level 1

5

Power consumption

Budget

Max.

For SKA1-low and SKA1-survey, arising
from Level 1 allocation for power
consumption, resulting from cost
analysis.
For SKA1-mid (cryogenic
receivers), arising from cryo-cooler
design process.

6

Data loss due to RFI flagging

Requirement

Max.

Level 1

7

Channel-to-channel isolation output channels
(channel filter transition band)

Requirement

Min.

Level 1

8

Channel filter stop band attenuation

Requirement

Min.

Level 1 (same as item 4)

9

Number of bits transported over long distances
(data transport)

Pseudo
Requirement

Max.

Resulting from cost analysis for data
transport.

The designer must choose the Flag Threshold while meeting the following criteria. Requirement (R1, etc.)
numbers for this document are listed in Appendix I.16
1. The budget allocation for quantisation signal-to-noise loss meets requirements (R11) (see also
Table 2 in Section 12.1).
2. The RFI signals in the Linear Region meet linearity requirements in each part of the signal chain
(R2 and R3).
3. The RFI power levels above the Flag Threshold can be detected somewhere in the signal chain by
means of a simple power detector (R7).
4. The Power consumption requirements are met (R10).
5. The average data loss requirements due to flagging are met (R4).
6. The channel-to-channel isolation meets requirements (R12 or R13).
7. The channel stop-band attenuation requirements on suppression of external RFI are met (R14).
8. The maximum number of bits carried over long distances (one of R15 R16 or R17) is met.
In the case of narrow channels to be used for spectral line imaging (~1 kHz width), item 6 above essentially
determines the impulse response function of the channel filter. This determines the number of lost
samples per flag event. See Section 8.1 for a discussion of this issue.
From Tsys and item 1 above, the analysis of Section 12.1 can be used to determine the maximum required
number of bits, including a ‘safety factor’ (see Section 13), assisted by the Matlab programme described
in Appendix IV. The occupancy fractions above the Flag Threshold can be used to determine data loss
(item 5), in conjunction with item 6, which will determine how many samples are lost for a single flag
event. From these results a ‘first cut’ at determining the Flag Threshold can be made. The design can

16 Note that this numbering system is internal to this document and is not used elsewhere.
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then proceed to obtain results (e.g. linearity, power consumption) that can be compared with the other
requirements. Several iterations through the process may be required.
Clearly it is possible to set these parameters so that there no design space (‘parameter space’) available,
but it may be difficult to foresee this possibility until actual implementation is underway. Examples of
how this could occur are given below.
For example, it may not be possible to meet power requirements for low frequency front ends while
simultaneously meeting the linearity requirements (and noise, frequency range, output power, etc.). The
logic “outlet” in this example is to reduce the Flag Threshold until the data loss requirements are just met.
If this is still insufficient, the designer will have to seek relief by means of a change request.
In a second example in the digital part of the signal chain, the signal-to-noise loss requirement due to
quantisation will require a minimum number of bits. Avoiding saturation from RFI may require several
more bits, but this could be more than can be carried by the signal transport system affordably. Also,
avoiding saturation may not be sufficient; the ADC must be demonstrate sufficient linearity within range,
and this may require more bits. This situation may be unlikely because the bandwidth of the input signal
at the ADC is likely to be much larger than the RFI. However, this does need to be tested with real RFI
data and real measurements.
In a third example, narrow band channels may match RFI bandwidths after channelization, and require
many more bits to maintain linearity. Also, in narrow channels much more short-term RFI variability is
expected. Anticipating that truncation operations in the signal chain will be required to keep cost and
power sufficiently low, the number of bits carried forward may be higher than typical correlation or beamforming operations can sustain. In this case the Flag Threshold may have to be reduced for the specific
channels, while maintaining overall data-loss requirements.
In a fourth example, it may be possible to meet channel-to-channel isolation requirements, but this will
require much longer convolving functions in poly-phase filters (assuming that they or other convolutionstyle filters are used). Long convolving functions will require a minimum segment of time (approximately
equal to the width of a convolving function) to be flagged, even if only two samples are affected by a short
RFI spike. This will greatly increase the chances of exceeding the data loss requirements due to flagged
data. In this case, relief from one of the requirements may have to be sought.

15.1 Programmable Threshold Levels and Numbers of Bits
An option open to the designer is to provide a facility to allow the detection thresholds and post-detection
integration times to be settable parameters at the time of observation. The advantages of this are:




RFI levels and flagging requirements will be sensitive to the type of observation (e.g. spectral line
vs continuum, deep integrations vs shallow, etc.).
RFI levels and frequencies may change over time.
Current measurements of RFI are insufficient to characterise its behaviour completely, yet designs
must proceed.

The disadvantages are:



It may not be feasible to implement in all architectures under consideration.
It may be too expensive in some architectures.
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Operational complexity: Additional complexity would occur if the thresholds were to be changed
frequently, but if not then very little complexity is added to the system.

Clearly there is an overall advantage to a particular design if settable thresholds can implemented easily.
Another option is to have run-time options for the number of bits carried forward at key points in the
digital part of the signal chain. In particular, in some implementations a truncation operation will be
required, most likely at the outputs of the channeliser sub-system. For example, it may be possible to
utilise downstream computing capacity carry more bits per sample if fewer than the maximum number of
channels is required. This would be an advantage but would almost certainly entail more operational
complexity, unless the algorithm were completely transparent to the user. Some implementations may
utilise double-precision floating point everywhere, in which case this option need not be considered.
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Appendix I.

Compendium of Signal Chain Requirements

The following is a list of requirements that affect the design of the signal chain, flagging and the handling
of RFI signals (see also Table 3).
The first part of the list contains requirements arising out of this document.
R1. Strong RFI must be flagged across all frequency channels or data streams, for samples that
may be affected within the signal chain.
R2. In-band spurious signal products arising from weak RFI signals shall not be detectable in any
spectral channel after 10-hour (TBC) of integration.
R3. In-band spurious signal products arising from weak RFI signals shall not be detectable in any
spectral channel in the summed beam after 600 s (TBC) of integration.
R4. Loss of observing time due to the flagging of strong RFI will not on average be more than the
following: SKA1-low: 25%; SKA1-mid Band 1: 15 %; SKA1-mid Band 2: 10 %; SKA1-mid Band 3:
10 %; SKA1-mid Band 4: 5 %; SKA1-mid Band 5: 5 %; SKA1-survey Band 2: 10 % (all values TBC).
R5. Flagging can be inserted into any frequency channel of the signal chain by means of a central
command, with a time resolution of 500 ms.
R6. There shall be a capability to analyse, threshold and flag correlator output data with time
resolution in proportion to baseline length, scaled to 0.5 ms for the longest baselines.
R7. There shall be a capability to use combinatorial thresholding in time and frequency to analyse
correlator output data for the purposes of flagging RFI. Priority shall be given to the time
domain.
R8. There shall be a capability to sum unflagged high-time resolution data over integration times
to be controlled externally.
R9. There shall be a flag stream for each signal path in the signal chain, to be carried forward to
the output of the signal chain.
R10. There shall be a threshold detector along each path in the signal chain and one detector
in each part of the chain for which there is a change in channel bandwidth. Each detector
shall be capable of generating a flag.
R11. The pre-correlation detector integration times shall be set by an analysis of the time
occupancy statistics of strong RFI as contained in the RFI Characterisation files, limited by the
channel-defining filter response of the channel in question.
R12. The time resolution of the flag stream along each signal path shall be no longer than the
detector integration times.
R13.

A statistical record of flagging with time resolution of one integration time shall be logged.

R14. Spurious signal products arising from out-of-band RFI signals shall not be detectable in
any spectral channel after 10 hours (TBC) of integration.
The following requirements arise from sources not considered in this document in detail, but affect or
interact with the design of the signal chain and the above set of requirements.
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R15. Power consumption for signal chains shall comply with a budget determined as a Level 2
requirement for each telescope.
R16. The total signal-to-noise loss due to signal processing (principally coherence loss due to
delay errors and timing jitter, and quantisation loss) shall not exceed 5 percent (TBC).
R17. The allocation for signal-to-noise loss for quantisation shall comply with a budget
determined as a Level 2 requirement for each telescope.
R18. Isolation between adjacent channels (attenuation of a narrow band signal in an adjacent
channel) at the output of the correlator shall be greater than 25 dB (TBC).
R19. Isolation between adjacent channels at the output of the non-imaging beamformer shall
be greater than 20 dB (TBC).
R20. Channel filter stop-band attenuation shall be greater than 50 dB. The stop-band begins at
displacement of 2 channel widths.
R21. SKA1-low will transport 10-bits (TBC) plus 1 flag bit from the ADCs to the input to the
imaging beamformer and also to the input of the non-imaging beamformer.
R22. SKA1-mid will transport 10-bits (TBC) plus 1 flag bit from the ADCs to the input to the
correlator and to the inputs to all beamformers for receiver bands 1, 2, and 3.
R23. SKA1-survey will transport 8-bits (TBC) plus 1 flag bit from the ADCs to the input to the
Phased Array Feed beamformers.
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Appendix II.
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Appendix III.
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Occupancy Histograms: Australia
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Appendix IV.

matlab programme

The following Matlab programme integrates the histogram data over a specified band to produce plots
and output data files as described in Section 12.
Caution: If the bandwidth entered in the programme is narrower than one channel (~30 kHz), then the
assumption is made that the spfd is constant within a channel. In that case the RFI power will be
overestimated, but the number of bits will be correct. If the bandwidth entered is larger than one channel,
then the programme chooses an integer number of channels, based on the nearest channels to the
endpoints.
function [] = main_process()
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This program reads the output file from the main program which does
calibration and data reduction (main_process_v138_ped_v3a). This file is
in 'csv' format and contains occupancy data in 9 bands observed in the
original SKA site survey (2010-2011).
This program reads this data in, creates arrays of frequency, occupancy
and spectral power flux density levels. It is used to integrate over a
specified frequency band to produce abolute power levels in dBm, as well
as total occupancy figures.

% Initialise programme.
clear all;
close all;
fclose('all');
clearvars;
% Define constants.
c = 2.9979e8;
pi = 3.1415926;
kB = 1.38e-23;
% Input file name containing the output data from the main data reduction
% program.
disp('!! This programme will read only 16-hour integrated output files named
C?FS_avg_from_M2_to_M16.csv !!');
disp(['Files contain C1 are SA; C2 are AU.' char(10)]);
site_country = input('Enter site country (A or S): ', 's');
if site_country == 'S' || site_country == 's';
site = '1';
else
site = '2';
end
infile = ['C' site 'FS_avg_from_M2_to_M16.csv'];
% Enter the histogram bin size used in the data file (usually 1 or 5 dB).
histo_bin_size = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter histogram bin size (def = 5)', 5);
Tsys = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter system temperature (K) (def = 20)', 20);
k_levels = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter number of digitising levels for 1 sigma noise
(def = 8)', 8);
% Enter the start & stop frequencies for the channel over which the total power occupancy will be
calculated.
% Must be in the range 70 to 2000 MHz. Defaults are in the GSM band somewhere.
start_freq = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter start frequency in MHz (def = 951.52)',
951.52);
stop_freq = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter stop frequency in MHz (def = 951.71)',
951.71);
safety_factor = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter safety factor in dB (def = 8)', 8);
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self_scaling = get_yesno('Self-scaling vertical axis (y/n)? (def = y)', 'y');
if self_scaling == 'n'
max_occ = get_single_input_w_default_value('Enter max. plotted occupancy(%) (def = 100.0)',
100.00);
end
% read file into a single array.
in_matrix = dlmread(infile, ',');
in_size = size(in_matrix);
%in_matrix(1:189, 1:10)
% Input file is arranged in uneven length rows. The row-lengths are documented in the variable
'chans'.
% Band Number of Channels Start Frequency End Frequency
chans = ...
[1 4033
70
190 ;...
2 8401
190
440 ;...
3 4201
440
540 ;...
4 10752
540
855 ;...
5 9452
855
1080 ;...
6 8738
1080
1340 ;...
7 10066
1340
1595 ;...
8 6314
1595
1780 ;...
9 8481
1780
2000];
% Sum up the total number of channels.
dummy = sum(chans', 2);
tot_chan = dummy(2);
% The levels in units of spectral power flux density (spfd) dB(W/(m^2-Hz))
% are fixed, but they 'calculated' here anyway.
bottom_bin = -250;
bin_step = histo_bin_size;
top_bin = -155;
icount = 1;
for ibin = bottom_bin:bin_step:top_bin;
binrange(icount) = ibin;
icount = icount + 1;
end
n_bin = length(binrange);
% number of bands is fixed by the original observations.
num_band = 9;
% These are not used but could be used to double check that the file was read properly.
nrow = num_band * (n_bin + 1);
ncol = max(chans( : , 2)) + 1;
% Reminder printout of parameters of data file.
disp (sprintf(['\n' 'Range of histogram bins from: ' num2str(bottom_bin) ' to ' num2str(top_bin)
' in steps of ' num2str(bin_step) ' dB.' '\n']));
disp(['Number of histogram bins: ' num2str(n_bin)]);
disp(['Total number of frequency channels: ' num2str(tot_chan)]);
% Extract spfd values from the first column of the data file.
spfd(1 : n_bin) = in_matrix(2 : n_bin + 1, 1) + safety_factor;
% Initialise arrays
% 'freq' contains all the channel frequencies
freq = zeros(1, tot_chan);
% 'occ_data' is a single 2-D array containing the occupancy fractions from the input file.
occ_data = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan);
% Loop to fill the 'freq' and 'occ_data' arrays.
out_freq_col = 1;
out_data_col = 1;
for bandno = 1:num_band
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Nf = chans(bandno, 2);
freq_column = 2; % Skip first number, which contains spfd values.
freq_row = (n_bin+1) * (bandno-1) + 1;
freq(out_freq_col : out_freq_col + Nf -1) = in_matrix(freq_row, freq_column : freq_column +
Nf - 1);
out_freq_col = out_freq_col + Nf;
data_row = freq_row + 1;
data_col = freq_column;
occ_data(1 : n_bin, out_data_col : out_data_col + Nf - 1) = in_matrix(data_row : data_row +
n_bin -1, data_col : data_col + Nf - 1);
out_data_col = out_data_col + Nf;
end
% Calculate an array of channel widths by successive differencs.
chan_width = diff(freq); % size is one less than size(freq).
% Initialise arrays containing results.
% Most of these arrays are used to cross check calculations.
% 'chan_power_W' is used in the final output.
chan_power_density_dBm_per_Hz = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan);
chan_power_dBm_v1 = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
chan_power_W = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
chan_power_dBm_v2 = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
noise_chan_power_W = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
noise_chan_power_dBm = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
SNR_dB = zeros(n_bin, tot_chan-1);
for i_bin = 1:n_bin
chan_power_density_dBm_per_Hz(i_bin, : ) = spfd(i_bin) - 20*log10(freq(:)*1e-3) + 8.5;
chan_power_dBm_v1(i_bin,1 : tot_chan-1) = spfd(i_bin) - 20*log10(freq(1 : tot_chan-1)*1e-3) +
8.5 + 10*log10(chan_width(1:tot_chan-1)*1e6);
chan_power_W(i_bin,1 : tot_chan-1) = (c*c/(4*pi)) .* (10.^(spfd(i_bin)/10)) .*
chan_width(1:tot_chan-1)*1e6 ./ ((freq(1:tot_chan-1)*1e6).^2);
chan_power_dBm_v2 = 10*log10(chan_power_W*1e3);
noise_chan_power_W(i_bin,1 : tot_chan-1) = kB * Tsys .* chan_width(1:tot_chan-1)*1e6;
end
noise_chan_power_dBm = 10 * log10(noise_chan_power_W) * 1e3;
SNR_dB = chan_power_dBm_v2 - noise_chan_power_dBm;
% Code used to check formulae.
%spfd(1)
%c
%pi
%chan_width(1)
%freq(1)
%tmp=10^(spfd(1)/10)
%powerdb = (c*c/(4*pi)) * (10^(spfd(1)/10)) * chan_width(1)*1e6 / ((freq(1)*1e6).^2)
%pd = spfd(1) - 20*log10(freq(1)*1e-3) + 8.5
%powerdbm = 10*log10(powerdb*1e3)
%'freq'
%disp(freq(1:3))
%disp(freq(70435:70437))
%'chan_width'
%disp(chan_width(1:3))
%disp(chan_width(70435:70437))
%'power_density_dBm_per_Hz'
%disp(chan_power_density_dBm_per_Hz(1:n_bin, 1:3))
%disp(chan_power_density_dBm_per_Hz(1:n_bin, 70435:70437))
%'power_dBm_v1'
%disp(chan_power_dBm_v1(1:n_bin, 1:3))
%disp(chan_power_dBm_v1(1:n_bin, 70435:70437))
%'power_dBm_v2'
%disp(chan_power_dBm_v2(1:n_bin, 1:3))
%disp(chan_power_dBm_v2(1:n_bin, 70435:70437))
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%freq(70400:70438)
%freq(300:350)
%occ_data(1:n_bin, 70400:70438)
%occ_data(1:n_bin, 1:10)
% Obtain the nearest channels to the start and stop frequencies.
[~, nearest_start_chan] = min(abs(freq-start_freq));
start_freq = freq(nearest_start_chan);
[~, nearest_stop_chan] = min(abs(freq-stop_freq));
stop_freq = freq(nearest_stop_chan);
num_chan = nearest_stop_chan - nearest_start_chan + 1;
disp(['Number of channels included in this bandwidth: ' num2str(num_chan)]);
disp(['Start channel: ' num2str(nearest_start_chan)]);
disp(['Stop channel: ' num2str(nearest_stop_chan) char(10)]);
% Calculate noise power over the specified bandwidth.
tot_bw = sum(chan_width(nearest_start_chan : nearest_stop_chan)) * 1e6
tot_noise_power_mW = kB * Tsys * tot_bw * 1e3
tot_noise_power_dBm = 10 * log10(tot_noise_power_mW)
% Threshold for low occupancy.
threshold = 1e-3;
% Intialise power arrays integrated across the specified frequency channel.
tot_power_W = zeros(n_bin);
tot_occ = zeros(n_bin);
tot_power_dBm_occ = zeros(n_bin, 4);
% Sum 'chan_power_W' across channels, adding into sum only where occupancy is higher than
'threshold'.
tot_power_W = sum((occ_data( : ,nearest_start_chan : nearest_stop_chan) > threshold) .*
chan_power_W( : , nearest_start_chan : nearest_stop_chan), 2);
tot_power_dBm = 10*log10(tot_power_W*1e3);
% Calculate RFI SNR over the specified bandwidth.
tot_SNR_dB = tot_power_dBm - tot_noise_power_dBm;
tot_SNR = 10.^(tot_SNR_dB/10);
SNR_bits = (log10( sqrt(2 * k_levels^2 * 10.^(tot_SNR_dB/10)) + k_levels) / log10(2)) + 1;
% Sum 'occ_data' across channels, normalising by the total number of channels.
tot_occ = sum(occ_data( : , nearest_start_chan : nearest_stop_chan), 2) / num_chan;
% Copy occupancy into the first column of the output array.
tot_power_dBm_occ( : ,1) = tot_occ;
% Copy total power in dBm into the second column of the output array.
tot_power_dBm_occ( : ,2) = tot_power_dBm;
% Copy RFI-signal to noise ratio (SNR) in dB into the third column of the output array.
tot_power_dBm_occ( : ,3) = tot_SNR_dB;
% Copy required number of bits into the third column of the output array.
tot_power_dBm_occ( : ,4) = SNR_bits;
% Flip the array upside-down so that the lowest value is at the bottom.
tot_power_dBm_occ = flipud(tot_power_dBm_occ);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NOTE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Display a heading for output array.
disp(['Occupancy ' char(10) 'Fraction(%)' ' Power(dBm)' '
% Display output array.
disp(tot_power_dBm_occ)
disp(['Total occupancy: ' num2str(sum(tot_occ)) '%.'])

SNR(dB)' '

SNR(bits)'])

% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Plot occupancy histogram for total power.
figure;
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dotsize = 20;
% Use a scatter plot format to display the results graphically.
scatter(tot_power_dBm_occ( : , 2), tot_power_dBm_occ( : , 1), 'o', 'filled');
if self_scaling == 'n'
ylim([0,max_occ]);
end
xlabel('P_{RFI} (dBm)', 'FontSize', 15); ylabel('Occupancy (%)', 'FontSize', 15);
if site_country == 'S' || site_country == 's';
site_title = 'SA';
else
site_title = 'AU';
end
title([site_title ': ' 'Total Power Occupancy in Band: ' num2str(start_freq) ' to '
num2str(stop_freq) ' MHz' char(10)...
'Chan: ' num2str(nearest_start_chan) ' to ' num2str(nearest_stop_chan) ' Safety-factor: '
num2str(safety_factor) ' dB'],...
'FontSize', 15, 'interpreter', 'none');
% Write Matlab fig file.
fig_name = [infile ';_Integrate-chans_pwr' num2str(nearest_start_chan) '-'
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) '.fig'];
savefig(fig_name);
% Write eps figure file.
param.fig_scale
= [3 10 25 20];
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'portrait', 'paperposition', param.fig_scale,'PaperType', 'A3');
set(gca,'FontSize', 15);
eps_name = [infile ';_Integrate-chans_pwr' num2str(nearest_start_chan) '-'
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) '.eps'];
print('-depsc', eps_name); % generate export figure format (eps, jpg or emf)
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Plot occupancy histogram for bits
figure;
dotsize = 20;
% Use a scatter plot format to display the results graphically.
scatter(tot_power_dBm_occ( : , 4), tot_power_dBm_occ( : , 1), 'o', 'filled');
if self_scaling == 'n'
ylim([0,max_occ]);
end
xlabel('bits', 'FontSize', 15); ylabel('Occupancy (%)', 'FontSize', 15);
if site_country == 'S' || site_country == 's';
site_title = 'SA';
else
site_title = 'AU';
end
title([site_title ': ' 'Total SNR in "Bits" Occupancy in Band: ' num2str(start_freq) ' to '
num2str(stop_freq) ' MHz' char(10)...
'Chan: ' num2str(nearest_start_chan) ' to ' num2str(nearest_stop_chan) ' Safety-factor: '
num2str(safety_factor) ' dB' ' Tsys: ' num2str(Tsys)...
' k: ' num2str(k_levels)], 'FontSize', 15, 'interpreter', 'none');
% Write Matlab fig file.
fig_name = [infile ';_Integrate-chans_bits' num2str(nearest_start_chan) '-'
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) '.fig'];
savefig(fig_name);
% Write eps figure file.
param.fig_scale
= [3 10 25 20];
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'portrait', 'paperposition', param.fig_scale,'PaperType', 'A3');
set(gca,'FontSize', 15);
eps_name = [infile ';_Integrate-chans_bits' num2str(nearest_start_chan) '-'
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) '.eps'];
print('-depsc', eps_name); % generate export figure format (eps, jpg or emf)
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% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Write output array to file.
outfile_name = [infile ';_Integrate-chans' num2str(nearest_start_chan) '-'
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) '.csv'];
disp(['Output file name: ' outfile_name]);
headerstr = ['Input file ' infile, '. Chans: ' num2str(nearest_start_chan) ' to '
num2str(nearest_stop_chan) ' Tsys: ' num2str(Tsys)...
' k: ' num2str(k_levels) ' Safety-factor: ' num2str(safety_factor) ' dB' char(10)
'Occupancy(%)' ',' 'Power(dBm)' ',' 'RFI SNR' ',' ' SNR Bits'];
dlmwrite(outfile_name, headerstr,'');
dlmwrite(outfile_name, tot_power_dBm_occ, '-append', 'delimiter', ',', 'precision', '%10.3f');
fclose('all');
% Data entry routines.
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
%
function [value_out] = get_single_input_w_default_value(prompt, default)
% Prompt for input value from keyboard, or assign default.
i_str = input([prompt ':'], 's');
if isempty(i_str);
value_out = default;
else
value_out = str2num(i_str);
end
return
%
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
%
function [value_out] = get_multiple_input_w_default_value(prompt, num_inputs, default)
% Prompt for an array of input values from keyboard, or assign defaults.
numstr = num2str(num_inputs);
i_str = input(['\nEnter ' numstr ' values as an array separated by spaces.\n' prompt ':'], 's');
if isempty(i_str);
value_out = default'.*ones(num_inputs, 1);
else
value_out = str2num(i_str)';
end
return
%
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function [yes_no] = get_yesno(prompt, default)
yes_no = '';
while (~strcmp(yes_no,'y') & ~strcmp(yes_no,'n'));
yes_no = input([prompt ':'], 's');
if isempty(yes_no);
yes_no = default;
end
end
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